Winter Term 2018/2019

FIRST STUDY YEAR

Module 1: Introduction to Global History (10 ECTS per year)

070346 VO Introduction to Global History, 3 ECTS, Berthold Unfried – obligatory either in the winter or the summer term

- Further courses:

040098 UK SOLV - Wie viel Imperialismus steckt in einer globalisierten Welt? 4 ECTS, Alejandro Cunat
070050 GR Guided Reading - Global History, 16th to 21st Centuries, 4 ECTS, Thomas Fröschl
128110 VO Cultural Studies - MA M01. Fighting the Backlash - Gender Studies und Queer Theory im 21. Jahrhundert, 5 ECTS, Sylvia Mieszkowski
233020 VO Science, Technology, Society (STS): Key Questions and Concepts, 4 ECTS, Maximilian Fochler
233021 KO Discussion Class Key-Questions and Concepts, 1 ECTS, Maximilian Fochler
240023 VO (EC - EF1) Einführung in die Internationale Entwicklung, 3 ECTS, Petra Dannecker

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

Module 2: Theories of Global History (10 ECTS per year)

070347 VO Theories and Methods of Global History, 4 ECTS, Berthold Unfried – obligatory, must be taken in the winter term!!!

- Further courses:

070035 VO Lecture - Logic of Science and Logic of History, 4 ECTS, Karl Milford
150019 VO Intercultural Negotiation Patterns, 4 ECTS, Kate Walker
180044 VO Introduction to Philosophy of Technology, 3 ECTS, Mark Coeckelbergh
240060 KU GM3 - Development Theories and Paradigms from a Transdisciplinary Perspective, 6 ECTS, Margarete Grandner
240061 KU GM3 - Development Theories and Paradigms from a Transdisciplinary Perspective. Questioning global knowledge(s) and ‘World Society’, 6 ECTS, Daniel Pateisky

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

Module 3: Methods of Global History I (10 ECTS per year)

070340 KU Working Skills in Global History, 3 ECTS, Monika Lehner – obligatory either in the winter or the summer term

- Further courses:

070146 SE Seminar - Advanced use of GIS in historical research, 6 ECTS, Maria Vargha
070263 LK Reading course. Digital Humanities: Theory and Concepts in the Digital Humanities, 5 ECTS, Tara Andrews
240066 UE MM1 - Methods of Quantitative Research, 5 ECTS, Alejandro Cunat
240072 UE MM2 - Methods of Qualitative Research, 5 ECTS, Zeynep Sezgin
240106 VO+UE VM5 / VM8 - Negotiating change. Simulating an international conference for sustainable development, 4 ECTS, Wolfgang Gruber and Lorenz Probst

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

Module 4: Global History by Regions (10 ECTS per year): choose freely from any region

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory
- Region: Africa

140076 SE Aspekte von Nationalismen: Afrika im globalen Vergleich, 8 ECTS, Arno Sonderegger
140219 PS "Freedom is coming tomorrow!" Music and Liberation. Vignettes from Ghana and South Africa, 4 ECTS, Kirsten Rüther and Katharina Gartner
140242 VO The Chinese Diaspora in Africa: Topics in Sociocultural Linguistics and Beyond, 3 ECTS, Adams Bodomo and Dewei Che
290163 VU Population Dynamics in Africa, 4 ECTS, Gurmu, Eshetu
290165 PS Migration and Development in Africa, 4 ECTS, Eshetu Gurmu

- Region: The Americas

010092 VU Religion in the USA, 3 ECTS, David Václavik
070069 GR Guided Reading. Slavery in the Americas, 4 ECTS, Birgitta Bader-Zaar
070191 FS Forschungsseminar - El Imperio español en la Edad Moderna. Los primeros pasos de la globalización, 10 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer and Katharina Arnegger
070193 SE Seminar - La conquista de las Américas, 6 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer and Katharina Arnegger
070267 PK Project Course Global History - National Boundaries of Mexico and Central America, 10 ECTS, Martina Kaller and Laurin Blecha
240081 VO+UE VM3 / VM6 - Sociology of Knowledge from a Latin American and Global South Perspective, 4 ECTS, Johannes Maerk
240091 VO VM5 / VM6 - Einführung in die Lateinamerikanistik. (Wander-) Bewegungen von Menschen, Gütern und Ökosystemen, 4 ECTS, Patricia Zuckerhut et al.

- Region: Asia

140263 VO Buddhism and Society in Bhutan, 5 ECTS, Seiji Kumagai
150087 VU Law in East Asia, 4 ECTS, Wolfgang Riedl
150089 VU East Asian Hotspots: Economy, Politics and Society of North Korea, 4 ECTS, Rüdiger Frank [SPECIAL NOTE: Besides registering over the U:Space System please write an e-mail to Prof. Frank (ruediger.frank@univie.ac.at) that you would like to attend the Seminar as an EMGS Student a few days before the seminar starts.] Please only register if you really intend to participate in this class!
150098 SE Strategic Gaming, North Korea, 4 ECTS, Alfred Gerstl and Josef Loher [SPECIAL NOTE: Besides registering over the U:Space System please write an e-mail to Prof. Gerstl]
(alfred.gerstl@univie.ac.at) that you would like to attend the seminar as an EMGS student a few days before the seminar starts. Please only register if you really intend to participate in this class!

150105 SE Environment Consciousness in Taiwan: How "Beyond Beauty" became a Box-office Hit, 10 ECTS, Astrid Lipinsky [SPECIAL NOTE: Besides registering over the U:Space System please write an e-mail to Prof. Lipinsky (astrid.lipinsky@univie.ac.at) that you would like to attend the seminar as an EMGS student a few days before the seminar starts. Please only register if you really intend to participate in this class!]

150126 VU International Organizations in Vienna and their Relevance for East Asia, 4 ECTS, Rüdiger Frank [SPECIAL NOTE: Besides registering over the U:Space System please write an e-mail to Prof. Frank (ruediger.frank@univie.ac.at) that you would like to attend the Seminar as an EMGS Student a few days before the seminar starts.] Please only register if you really intend to participate in this class!

- Region: Europe
070060 SE Seminar - Britain and Global Warfare 1914-1918, 1939-1945, 10 ECTS, Finbarr McLoughlin
070153 SE Seminar - History of Stalinism. Culture, Politics, Economy and Society, 6 ECTS, Wolfgang Mueller and Rinna Kullaa
070154 SE Seminar - Barbarians, Infidels and Noble Savages. Stereotypes and Inter-cultural Perception in the Early Modern Period and Beyond, 6 ECTS, Christoph Augustynowicz

090101 VO The Holocaust of Balkan Jewry: persecution, genocide, survival, 5 ECTS, Dimitrios Varvaritis
090110 UE Migrants’ mobility and the making of the urban space in Greece, 5 ECTS, N.N.
230049 SE Wien postkolonial? - Dekoloniale Ermittlungen zu einer Global City, 4 ECTS, Hanna Hacker

Module 5: Thematic Aspects of Global History I (10 ECTS per year): choose freely from any thematic aspect

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory
- Culture and Society

010092 VU Religion in the USA, 3 ECTS, David Václavik
010107 SE Myth, 5 ECTS, Robert Segal
030621 KU Manuscripts and Sources. Deutsch, Latein, Hebräisch, Judendeutsch und Jiddisch, 3 ECTS, Stephan Wendehorst
080009 VO+UE M320 Culture - History - Society: Anthropology of Religion, 5 ECTS, Alessandro Testa
080132 VO+UE M520 Representations II: City-photo-books: Form, content, actors, publics, 5 ECTS, Alexa Färber
124070 VO Culture, Society and the Media. Powerful Images: Representing Race, Class and Gender in the Media, 5 ECTS, Sarah Heinz
140137 VO Language and Literature in their Social Contexts, 3 ECTS, Adams Bodomo
140263 VO Buddhism and Society in Bhutan, 5 ECTS, Seiji Kumagai
160062 VO Hip Hop: Aesthetics, Culture, Politics, 4 ECTS, Mark Brooks
180001 VO Philosophy and Architecture, 5 ECTS, Violetta Waibel and Gabriele Geml
180048 SE Global Warming and Intercultural Philosophical Approach, 5 ECTS, Graham Parkes
180112 FS war ethics (and war containment), 10 ECTS, Angela Kallhoff
180153 SE Piketty and the philosophy of inequality, 5 ECTS, Felix Pinkert
240081 VO+UE VM3 / VM6 - Sociology of Knowledge from a Latin American and Global South Perspective, 4 ECTS, Johannes Maerk
240100 SE VM5 / VM7 - Transnational Activism and International Organizing. The challenge of global inequality in the world of work, 7 ECTS, Susan Zimmermann
340138 VO Lingua-franca Communication and Global English, 2 ECTS, Karin Reithofer-Winter
  • History
070005 PK Project Course Global History - Exploring Global History in Viennese Museums, 10 ECTS, Andrea Komlosy
070005 PK Projektkurs Globalgeschichte - Globalgeschichte erkunden in Wiener Museen, 10 ECTS, Andrea Komlosy
070060 SE Seminar - Britain and Global Warfare 1914-1918, 1939-1945, 10 ECTS, Finbarr McLoughlin
070153 SE Seminar - History of Stalinism. Culture, Politics, Economy and Society, 6 ECTS, Wolfgang Mueller and Rinna Kullaa
070191 FS Forschungsseminar - El Imperio español en la Edad Moderna. Los primeros pasos de la globalización, 10 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer and Katharina Arnegger
070213 UE Foreign Languages in Historical Science - Texts on Globalization - The Pacific Region, 5 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer and Padraig Lysaght
070267 PK Project Course Global History - National Boundaries of Mexico and Central America, 10 ECTS, Martina Kaller and Laurin Blecha
090101 VO The Holocaust of Balkan Jewry: persecution, genocide, survival, 5 ECTS, Dimitrios Varvaritis
140093 UE Pakistan: Islam, Islamism and Counter-Currents, 5 ECTS, Aftab Husain Shah
240090 SE VM5 / VM2 - Drugs and Empires, 7 ECTS, Rolf Bauer
240100 SE VM5 / VM7 - Transnational Activism and International Organizing. The challenge of global inequality in the world of work, 7 ECTS, Susan Zimmermann
  • Law, policy, IR and development
030229 KU International Human Rights Law, 3 ECTS, Ursula Kriebaum und Christina Binder
030403 VO International Commercial Arbitration, 3 ECTS, Paul Oberhammer et al.
030412 KU EU Judicature, 3 ECTS, Josef Azizi
030490 KU Legal and Historical Issues on Holocaust Dilemmas in Comparative Perspective, 3 ECTS, Shimon Shetreet
030541 KU Comparative Constitutional Studies, Part VII: Fundamental Rights Protection, 3 ECTS, Manfred Stelzer
030600 KU Introduction to European Union Law, 3 ECTS, Friedl Weiss
150126 VU International Organizations in Vienna and their Relevance for East Asia, 4 ECTS, Rüdiger Frank [SPECIAL NOTE: Besides registering over the U:Space System please write an e-mail to Prof. Frank (ruediger.frank@univie.ac.at) that you would like to attend the Seminar as an EMGS Student a few days before the seminar starts.] Please only register if you really intend to participate in this class!

240073 SE VM1 / VM8 - Conflict, Peace, Development, 7 ECTS, Jan Pospisil


240082 SE VM1 / VM3 - Mainstreaming Human Rights in the Work of United Nations, 7 ECTS, Reena Mary George

240083 VO+UE VM4 / VM8 - Power-sensitive Education & Anti-discrimination, 4 ECTS, Michaela Krenceyová

240093 SE VM1 / VM6 - Social and Global Disparity as the Basis for Political Change and Revolution? 7 ECTS, Cengiz Günay

240095 SE VM2 / VM1 - Global Production Networks. Upgrading Opportunities or Intensified Unequal Exchange, 7 ECTS, Cornelia Staritz

240096 VO+UE VM2 / VM7 - Globale Produktionsnetzwerke und Geschlechterverhältnisse, 4 ECTS, Bettina Haidinger

240111 FS FM1 - Research Seminar (Part 1) - Research Design, 5 ECTS, Cornelia Staritz (2nd part 10 ECTS in the summer term)

240124 VO+UE VM3 / VM8 - International Health and Humanitarian Work, 4 ECTS, Ruth Kutalek and Mina Lahlal

290016 SE Human population dynamics and development. Understanding the major demographic changes of the Global South, 4 ECTS, Marion Borderon

290049 VU Geography of Violence, 4 ECTS, Gunnar Stange

290126 VO Scientific Progress in Natural Hazards and Disaster Management, 3 ECTS, Thomas Glade

290160 VU Risk and Vulnerability Assessment to Climate Change, 4 ECTS, Marion Borderon

330002 SE Nutrition in Developing Countries, 3 ECTS, Friederike Bellin-Sesay

330017 SE International Nutrition Policy, 2 ECTS, Ibrahim Elmadfa and Ayoub Al Jawaldeh

330033 VO Global Nutrition with Special Emphasis on Public Health, 3 ECTS, Friederike Bellin-Sesay

- Migration

070327 VO Walking Through Walls, Transgressing Frontiers Border Regimes and Phantom Borders in North America and Central Europe since 1848, 4 ECTS, Martina Kaller

090110 UE Migrants’ mobility and the making of the urban space in Greece, 5 ECTS, N.N.

140307 UE The Indian Diaspora in Europe and North America, 5 ECTS, Pratibha Schwarz

240025 VO GrenzgängerInnen: Zur Interdependenz von Migration, Globalisierung und Gewalt, 3 ECTS, Evelyne Puchegger-Ebner
240079 VO+UE VM3 / VM1 - Migration and Identity: Discourses of Belonging and Othering, 4 ECTS, Zeynep Sezgin

240125 SE VM3 / VM4 - Migration: Das Problem globaler Gerechtigkeit, 7 ECTS, Markus Arnold

290165 PS Migration and Development in Africa, 4 ECTS, Eshetu Gurmu
SECOND STUDY YEAR

Module 7: Theories of Global History II (10 ECTS per year)

070341 KU Theories, Sources and Methods of Global History, 5 ECTS, David Mayer – obligatory either in the winter term or the summer term

- Further courses:

070035 VO Lecture - Logic of Science and Logic of History, 4 ECTS, Karl Milford
150019 VO Intercultural Negotiation Patterns, 4 ECTS, Kate Walker
180044 VO Introduction to Philosophy of Technology, 3 ECTS, Mark Coeckelbergh
240060 KU GM3 - Development Theories and Paradigms from a Transdisciplinary Perspective, 6 ECTS, Margarete Grandner
240061 KU GM3 - Development Theories and Paradigms from a Transdisciplinary Perspective. Questioning global knowledge(s) and ‘World Society’, 6 ECTS, Daniel Pateisky

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

Module 8: Methods of Global History II (10 ECTS per year)

070158 SE Masterseminar - Graduate College 1 (Global History and Global Studies), 5 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer – obligatory in the winter term and the summer term (Graduate College 2)!!!

Module 9: Global History by Regions II (10 ECTS per year) – specialize in one region

- In modules 9 or 10 choose a research seminar (10 ECTS) in the winter or the summer term!

070060 SE Seminar - Britain and Global Warfare 1914-1918, 1939-1945, 10 ECTS, Finbarr McLoughlin
070191 FS Forschungsseminar - El Imperio español en la Edad Moderna. Los primeros pasos de la globalización, 10 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer and Katharina Arnegger
070267 PK Projektkurs Globalgeschichte - Fronteras nacionales: México y América Central, 10 ECTS, Martina Kaller and Laurin Blecha
150105 SE Environment Conciousness in Taiwan: How "Beyond Beauty" became a Box-office Hit, 10 ECTS, Astrid Lipinsky [SPECIAL NOTE: Besides registering over the U:Space System please write an e-mail to Prof. Lipinsky (astrid.lipinsky@univie.ac.at) that you would like to attend the seminar as an EMGS student a few days before the seminar starts.] Please only register if you really intend to participate in this class!

- Region: Africa

140076 SE Aspekte von Nationalismen: Afrika im globalen Vergleich, 8 ECTS, Arno Sonderegger
140219 PS "Freedom is coming tomorrow!" Music and Liberation. Vignettes from Ghana and South Africa, 4 ECTS, Kirsten Rüther and Katharina Gartner
140242 VO The Chinese Diaspora in Africa: Topics in Sociocultural Linguistics and Beyond, 3 ECTS, Adams Bodomo and Dewei Che
290163 VU Population Dynamics in Africa, 4 ECTS, Eshetu Gurmu
290165 PS Migration and Development in Africa, 4 ECTS, Eshetu Gurmu

- Region: The Americas

010092 VU Religion in the USA, 3 ECTS, David Václavik
070069 GR Guided Reading, Slavery in the Americas, 4 ECTS, Birgitta Bader-Zaar
070193 SE Seminar - La conquista de las Américas, 6 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer and Katharina Arnegger
240081 VO+UE VM3 / VM6 - Sociology of Knowledge from a Latin American and Global South Perspective, 4 ECTS, Johannes Maerk
240091 VO VM5 / VM6 - Einführung in die Lateinamerikanistik. (Wander-) Bewegungen von Menschen, Gütern und Ökosystemen, 4 ECTS, Patricia Zuckerhut et al.

- Region: Asia

140093 UE Pakistan: Islam, Islamism and Counter-Currents, 5 ECTS, Aftab Husain Shah
140263 VO Buddhism and Society in Bhutan, 5 ECTS, Seiji Kumagai
150087 VU Law in East Asia, 4 ECTS, Wolfgang Riedl
150089 VU East Asian Hotspots: Economy, Politics and Society of North Korea, 4 ECTS, Rüdiger Frank [SPECIAL NOTE: Besides registering over the U:Space System please write an e-mail to Prof. Frank (ruediger.frank@univie.ac.at) that you would like to attend the seminar as an EMGS student a few days before the seminar starts.] Please only register if you really intend to participate in this class!
150098 SE Strategic Gaming, North Korea, 4 ECTS, Alfred Gerstl and Josef Loher [SPECIAL NOTE: Besides registering over the U:Space System please write an e-mail to Prof. Gerstl (alfred.gerstl@univie.ac.at) that you would like to attend the seminar as an EMGS student a few days before the seminar starts.] Please only register if you really intend to participate in this class!
150126 VU International Organizations in Vienna and their Relevance for East Asia, 4 ECTS, Rüdiger Frank [SPECIAL NOTE: Besides registering over the U:Space System please write an e-mail to Prof. Frank (ruediger.frank@univie.ac.at) that you would like to attend the seminar as an EMGS student a few days before the seminar starts.] Please only register if you really intend to participate in this class!

- Region: Europe

070153 SE Seminar - History of Stalinism. Culture, Politics, Economy and Society, 6 ECTS, Wolfgang Mueller and Rinna Kullaa
070154 SE Seminar - Barbarians, Infidels and Noble Savages. Stereotypes and Inter-cultural Perception in the Early Modern Period and Beyond, 6 ECTS, Christoph Augustynowicz
090101 VO The Holocaust of Balkan Jewry: persecution, genocide, survival, 5 ECTS, Dimitrios Varvaritis
090110 UE Migrants’ mobility and the making of the urban space in Greece, 5 ECTS, N.N.
230049 SE Wien postkolonial? - Dekoloniale Ermittlungen zu einer Global City, 4 ECTS, Hanna Hacker
Module 10: Thematic Aspects of Global History II (10 ECTS per year) – specialize in one aspect

- In modules 9 or 10 choose a research seminar (10 ECTS) in the winter term or the summer term!

070005 PK Project Course Global History - Exploring Global History in Viennese Museums, 10 ECTS, Andrea Komlosy

070017 KU Project course. Working with Digital Data for Historians, 10 ECTS, Tara Andrews

070060 SE Seminar - Britain and Global Warfare 1914-1918, 1939-1945, 10 ECTS, Finbarr McLoughlin

070116 SE Forschungsseminar. Moderne Medienkulturen, 10 ECTS, Stefan Zahlmann

070170 SE Forschungsseminar. Das "digitale Zeitalter", 10 ECTS, Wolfgang Schmale

070191 FS Forschungsseminar - El Imperio español en la Edad Moderna. Los primeros pasos de la globalización, 10 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer and Katharina Arnegger

070267 PK Projektkurs Globalgeschichte - Fronteras nacionales: México y América Central, 10 ECTS, Martina Kaller and Laurin Blecha

150105 SE Environment Conciousness in Taiwan: How "Beyond Beauty" became a Box-office Hit, 10 ECTS, Astrid Lipinsky [SPECIAL NOTE: Besides registering over the U:Space System please write an e-mail to Prof. Lipinsky (astrid.lipinsky@univie.ac.at) that you would like to attend the seminar as an EMGS student a few days before the seminar starts.] Please only register if you really intend to participate in this class!

180112 FS war ethics (and war containment), 10 ECTS, Angela Kallhoff

240111 FS FM1 - Research Seminar (Part 1) - Research Design, 5 ECTS, Cornelia Staritz (2nd part 10 ECTS in the summer term)

- Culture and Society

010092 VU Religion in the USA, 3 ECTS, David Václavik

010107 SE Myth, 5 ECTS, Robert Segal

030621 KU Manuscripts and Sources. Deutsch, Latein, Hebräisch, Judendeutsch und Jiddisch, 3 ECTS, Stephan Wendehorst

080009 VO+UE M320 Culture - History - Society: Anthropology of Religion, 5 ECTS, Alessandro Testa

080092 SE M210: Culture-History-Habitat: The Anthropology of Cultural Heritage, 10 ECTS, Alessandro Testa and Greca Nathascia Meloni

080132 VO+UE M520 Representations II: City-photo-books: Form, content, actors, publics, 5 ECTS, Alexa Färber

124070 VO Culture, Society and the Media. Powerful Images: Representing Race, Class and Gender in the Media, 5 ECTS, Sarah Heinz

128110 VO Cultural Studies - MA M01. Fighting the Backlash - Gender Studies und Queer Theory im 21. Jahrhundert, 5 ECTS, Sylvia Mieszkowski
140137 VO Language and Literature in their Social Contexts, 3 ECTS, Adams Bodomo
140263 VO Buddhism and Society in Bhutan, 5 ECTS, Seiji Kumagai
160062 VO Hip Hop: Aesthetics, Culture, Politics, 4 ECTS, Mark Brooks
180001 VO Philosophy and Architecture, 5 ECTS, Violetta Waibel and Gabriele Geml
180048 SE Global Warming and Intercultural Philosophical Approach, 5 ECTS, Graham Parkes
233020 VO Science, Technology, Society (STS): Key Questions and Concepts, 4 ECTS, Maximilian Fochler
233021 KO Discussion Class Key-Questions and Concepts, 1 ECTS, Maximilian Fochler
240081 VO+UE VM3 / VM6 - Sociology of Knowledge from a Latin American and Global South Perspective, 4 ECTS, Johannes Maerk
240100 SE VM5 / VM7 - Transnational Activism and International Organizing. The challenge of global inequality in the world of work, 7 ECTS, Susan Zimmermann
340138 VO Lingua-franca Communication and Global English, 2 ECTS, Karin Reithofer-Winter

- History

070153 SE Seminar - History of Stalinism. Culture, Politics, Economy and Society, 6 ECTS, Wolfgang Mueller and Rinna Kullaa
070213 UE Foreign Languages in Historical Science - Texts on Globalization - The Pacific Region, 5 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer and Padraig Lysaght
090101 VO The Holocaust of Balkan Jewry: persecution, genocide, survival, 5 ECTS, Dimitrios Varvaritis
240090 SE VM5 / VM2 - Drugs and Empires, 7 ECTS, Rolf Bauer
240100 SE VM5 / VM7 - Transnational Activism and International Organizing. The challenge of global inequality in the world of work, 7 ECTS, Susan Zimmermann

- Law, politics, IR and development

030229 KU International Human Rights Law, 3 ECTS, Ursula Kriebaum und Christina Binder
030403 VO International Commercial Arbitration, 3 ECTS, Paul Oberhammer et al.
030412 KU EU Judicature, 3 ECTS, Josef Azizi
030490 KU Legal and Historical Issues on Holocaust Dilemmas in Comparative Perspective, 3 ECTS, Shimon Shetreet
030541 KU Comparative Constitutional Studies, Part VII: Fundamental Rights Protection, 3 ECTS, Manfred Stelzer
030600 KU Introduction to European Union Law, 3 ECTS, Friedl Weiss
150126 VU International Organizations in Vienna and their Relevance for East Asia, 4 ECTS, Rüdiger Frank [SPECIAL NOTE: Besides registering over the U:Space System please write an e-mail to Prof. Frank (ruediger.frank@univie.ac.at) that you would like to attend the Seminar]
as an EMGS Student a few days before the seminar starts. Please only register if you really intend to participate in this class!

180153 SE Piketty and the philosophy of inequality, 5 ECTS, Felix Pinkert

240073 SE VM1 / VM8 - Conflict, Peace, Development, 7 ECTS, Jan Pospisil


240082 SE VM1 / VM3 - Mainstreaming Human Rights in the Work of United Nations, 7 ECTS, Reena Mary George

240083 VO+UE VM4 / VM8 - Power-sensitive Education & Anti-discrimination, 4 ECTS, Michaela Krenceyová

240093 SE VM1 / VM6 - Social and Global Disparity as the Basis for Political Change and Revolution? 7 ECTS, Cengiz Günay

240095 SE VM2 / VM1 - Global Production Networks. Upgrading Opportunities or Intensified Unequal Exchange, 7 ECTS, Cornelia Staritz

240096 VO+UE VM2 / VM7 - Globale Produktionsnetzwerke und Geschlechterverhältnisse, 4 ECTS, Bettina Haidinger

240124 VO+UE VM3 / VM8 - International Health and Humanitarian Work, 4 ECTS, Ruth Kutalek and Mina Lahlal

290016 SE Human population dynamics and development. Understanding the major demographic changes of the Global South, 4 ECTS, Marion Borderon

290049 VU Geography of Violence, 4 ECTS, Gunnar Stange

290126 VO Scientific Progress in Natural Hazards and Disaster Management, 3 ECTS, Thomas Glade

290160 VU Risk and Vulnerability Assessment to Climate Change, 4 ECTS, Marion Borderon

330002 SE Nutrition in Developing Countries, 3 ECTS, Friederike Bellin-Sesay

330017 SE International Nutrition Policy, 2 ECTS, Ibrahim Elmadfa and Ayoub Al Jawaldeh

330033 VO Global Nutrition with Special Emphasis on Public Health, 3 ECTS, Friederike Bellin-Sesay

- Migration

070327 VO Walking Through Walls, Transgressing Frontiers Border Regimes and Phantom Borders in North America and Central Europe since 1848, 4 ECTS, Martina Kaller

090110 UE Migrants’ mobility and the making of the urban space in Greece, 5 ECTS, N.N.

140307 UE The Indian Diaspora in Europe and North America, 5 ECTS, Pratibha Schwarz

240025 VO GrenzgängerInnen: Zur Interdependenz von Migration, Globalisierung und Gewalt, 3 ECTS, Evelyne Puchegger-Ebner

240079 VO+UE VM3 / VM1 - Migration and Identity: Discourses of Belonging and Othering, 4 ECTS, Zeynep Sezgin
Module 11: Master thesis (20 ECTS)